The role of microbial motility and chemotaxis in symbiosis
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Abstract | Many symbiotic relationships rely on the acquisition of microbial partners from the environment. However, the mechanisms by which microbial symbionts find and colonize their hosts are often unknown. We propose that the acquisition of environmental symbionts often necessitates active migration and colonization by the symbionts through motility and chemotaxis. The pivotal role of these behaviours in the onset and maintenance of symbiotic interactions is well established in a small number of model systems but remains largely overlooked for the many symbioses that involve the recruitment of microbial partners from the environment. In this Review, we highlight when, where and how chemotaxis and motility can enable symbiont recruitment and propose that these symbiont behaviours are important across a wide range of hosts and environments.

Symbiotic interactions are ubiquitous across all ecosystems and have played a profound role in shaping the evolution of life on Earth1. The acquisition of microbial symbionts enables host organisms to expand their metabolic capabilities, inhabit otherwise hostile environments and carve new ecological niches, which ultimately promotes species diversity2−5. The rise of eukaryotes and their extraordinary expansion1 have been supported by their capacity to repeatedly harness the metabolic contributions of microbial partners. The very structure of eukaryotic cells contains the relics of primordial bacterial symbionts — mitochondria and chloroplasts — that are now integrated as organelles1. Most currently living taxa rely on symbiotic relationships with microorganisms1,4, and the perpetuation of these relationships relies on the transmission of symbionts between host generations. Despite the evolutionary and ecological importance of symbiotic partnerships, our understanding of the transmission of microbial symbionts between hosts is limited, and detailed knowledge is restricted to a small number of model systems4.

As little as 20 years ago, prevailing theory suggested that beneficial symbionts were transmitted only directly to the next generation (vertical transmission), whereas horizontal transmission was considered ineffective6−14. It is now clear that many mutually beneficial and ecologically important symbiotic relationships in fact rely on the acquisition of microbial partners from the environment, including the partnerships between microbial symbionts and host corals15, tube worms16, squid17, mussels18, legumes19, insects20, protists21 and phytoplankton22. However, for many of these symbioses, the mechanisms by which microbial symbionts find and ultimately colonize their hosts remain unknown.

Given the massive diversity of microorganisms in the environment, the likelihood that specific microbial symbionts are recruited by chance is very low. Furthermore, following initial recruitment, symbionts must frequently undertake complex internal journeys to reach specific cellular compartments or housing organs8. We propose that the acquisition of microbial symbionts from the environment can often be achieved through only the involvement of active microbial behaviours. One such behaviour is chemotaxis, that is, the ability to direct active movement towards or away from specific chemical sources. Chemotaxis enables motile microorganisms to locate and colonize a symbiotic partner by homing in on specific signal molecules produced by the host. Whereas the pivotal role of chemotaxis in the onset and maintenance of symbiotic interactions is well established in a few specific model systems13−17 (Fig. 1) and is key to enable many pathogen infections18−20 (Box 1), the importance of this behaviour has been largely overlooked in most symbiotic partnerships.

The capacity of environmentally acquired symbionts to use chemotaxis and motility can often be inferred from their genomes. Microbial motility and chemotaxis typically go hand-in-hand, as the ability to sense gradients is of limited use when a microorganism has no agency over its position within a chemical field. Genes encoding factors required for chemotaxis and motility are usually lost in vertically transmitted symbionts owing to the lack of selective pressure on
these traits\textsuperscript{29}. However, the vast majority of sequenced genomes of environmentally acquired symbionts contain the full suite of genes for a functional flagellum and chemotaxis (Table 1). This includes symbionts of protists, land plants, microalgae, fishes, insects, gastropods and other invertebrates, suggesting that chemotaxis might be a widespread mechanism in the establishment of symbioses across a wide range of symbiotic partnerships.

In this Review, we discuss the biophysical constraints that govern the recruitment of symbionts. We then identify the two main stages of the host colonization process that can be mediated by microbial chemotaxis, from the initial host–symbiont encounter to the subsequent migration of the symbiont into specific host organs. We illustrate these processes through examples from model systems in which the roles of motility and chemotaxis are already established and then highlight new or previously overlooked examples in which these behaviours could be important for the establishment and maintenance of symbiosis. We conclude that the chemotactic encounter of symbiotic partners is likely to be a pervasive mechanism across hosts and environments and depends on characteristics of the local physical environment, developmental stages of the hosts and rates of host–symbiont encounters.

Chemotaxis and motility in symbionts

Microbial motility comes in a wide range of forms that include swimming, swarming, gliding, twitching and even surfing (Fig. 2). Motile cells achieve chemotaxis by continuously measuring specific chemical concentrations through transmembrane chemoreceptors, which are often arranged into clusters at the cell poles\textsuperscript{30,31}. 

---

**Fig. 1** | Motility-mediated and chemotaxis-mediated symbioses in different habitats. Selected examples shown here include external chemotaxis towards phytoplankton cells (part a; scale bar: 2 µm); a motile protist preventing the use of chemotaxis as a reliable symbiont recruitment strategy because of its swimming speed (part b; scale bar: 2 µm); internal chemotaxis in the hornwort’s slime cavities (part c; scale bar: 10 µm); internal migration through the symbiont-sorting organ of sap-feeding insects (part d; scale bar: 10 µm); external chemotaxis towards plant roots (part e; scale bar: 2 µm); internal chemotaxis towards the crypt of the squid’s light organs (part f; scale bar: 10 µm); and external chemotaxis towards coral larvae or newly settled coral juveniles (part g; scale bar: 20 µm). Utilization of external and internal chemotaxis depends on the size of the host and on the strength of the external flow (part h).
Box 1 | Using pathogens as examples to study host colonization by symbionts

Environmentally acquired symbionts and pathogens overlap in their need to find and colonize specific hosts, and they use very similar strategies to do so101. The ability of many pathogens to couple chemical sensing and directional swimming is essential during the initial stages of host infection, and pathogens use it to find optimal infection sites and colonize specific niches102.

A recent analysis revealed that approximately 50% of globally important human and animal pathogens harbour chemotaxis genes, with an average of 17 chemoreceptor genes per genome103. Interestingly, the majority of pathogens infecting the respiratory system are non-motile104,105, whereas chemotaxis genes are prevalent in gastrointestinal pathogens105. This pattern might be explained by the spatial complexity of the digestive system, which is characterized by steep chemical and physical gradients forming distinct microenvironments, peristaltic mixing (which moves gut contents) and hostile conditions (such as bile in the duodenum or low pH in the stomach), which may reduce the survival of microorganisms that cannot direct their movement to favourable regions. Chemotactic pathogens (for example, *Vibrio cholerae*, *Helicobacter pylori*, *Salmonella enterica* and *Campylobacter jejuni*)106,107,108 are also well equipped to approach and penetrate mucus layers109,110, which line all organs of the digestive system, from the oral cavity to the large intestine111. In comparison, 90% of plant pathogens harbour chemotaxis genes and encode on average 33 chemoreceptors per genome, almost double the number of human pathogens112. Chemotaxis is particularly important for pathogens to locate natural openings or wounds on the plant surface but seems to be less important once pathogens enter the plant, where they can disperse via the vascular system112. Similarly, in the marine environment motility and chemotaxis are universal among all identified pathogens of coral113, fish114 and many other invertebrates115.

Motility and chemotaxis of pathogens are well-recognized virulence factors108, and the importance of these phenotypes during infection has been studied widely through the use of knockout mutants. Given the high likelihood that environmentally acquired symbionts show similar behaviours, we propose that similarly systematic approaches based on the use of chemotaxis-deficient and motility-deficient mutants represent a valuable direction for studying the establishment of symbioses.

This clustering enables bacteria to respond to very small relative changes in specific molecules, as one detection event can affect neighbouring chemoreceptors, amplifying the signal116. Information from the chemoreceptors is then transmitted to the cytoplasm and triggers a signalling system that influences the rotation of the flagellar motor(s), which in turn induces changes in swimming direction117,118. Although motility and chemotaxis have been mostly studied in a small number of model organisms, such as *Escherichia coli* and *Bacillus subtilis*, a basic sensing pathway is conserved across chemotactic bacteria and archaea119,120,121, with differing complexity between species122,123, and a subset of proteins that are specific to each domain119. In eukaryotes, the diversity of sensing mechanisms is much broader and at times unknown, making a simple overview difficult124,125.

The physical constraints of life in a microscale world dominated by viscosity limit both sensing and motility126. In this environment, most microorganisms swim in a two-step manner (Fig. 2). Microorganisms move through ballistic phases (‘runs’) interspersed by changes of swimming direction through a reorientation event (‘tumble’, ‘reverse’ or ‘flick’127). Different microorganisms execute their runs and reorientation in different manners. The best studied example is *E. coli*, which interrupts its run by splaying out the flagella from the cell body, leading to a tumble128. However, many marine bacteria have only a single flagellum129, rendering the *E. coli* swimming technique impossible. These bacteria often exhibit ‘run-reverse-flick’ motility130, in which runs are followed by a reversal and then a flick of the flagellum that causes the cell to reorient. A simpler implementation is seen in *Rhodobacter sphaeroides*, which uses a ‘run-stop’ motility in which cells run and then stop rotating their flagella for approximately half a second, during which time Brownian motion reorients them131 (Fig. 2). Across each of these modes of motility, chemotactic pathways link the sensing of chemical cues to the operation of the flagellar motor, altering the timing of reorientation events on the basis of recent concentration measurements to prolong runs in favourable directions and shorten those in disadvantageous ones, thereby biasing the swimming direction relative to the chemical gradient132. The net effect is a migration velocity in the direction of the gradient (chemotactic velocity), often on the order of 10% of the swimming speed133.

The range of concentration over which chemical sensing is effective is an important, yet often overlooked, component of chemotaxis. The coral symbionts *Symbiodinium* are capable of chemotaxis towards source concentrations of ~100 pM NaNO\(_3\); the gut bacterium *E. coli* moves towards 10 nM amino acids; the rhizosphere bacteria *Azospirillum brasilense* and *Rhizobium leguminosarum* towards 10 nM benzoate and 1 \(\mu\)M xylose, respectively; the coral pathogen *Vibrio coralliilyticus* towards 15 \(\mu\)M dimethylsulfoniopropionate (DMSP); and the phytoplankton-associated bacteria *Silicibacter* spp. and *Pseudoalteromonas haloplankis* towards concentrations of 200 \(\mu\)M DMSP and 500 \(\mu\)M DMSP, respectively. However, it is important to note that these concentrations do not necessarily represent minimum thresholds for chemotaxis, as they are largely derived from capillary assays (Supplementary Table 1). Similarly to natural scenarios, the signal concentration in capillary assay experiments will decrease with distance from the source; therefore, the true microbial threshold for a chemotactic response is likely substantially lower than the source concentration inside the capillary. Nonetheless, the chemotactic thresholds reported here typically correspond to concentrations lower than are known to occur near to or inside relevant hosts134,135, confirming the utility of chemotaxis when microbial partners are close to the hosts.

In addition to navigation via planktonic motility, symbionts often must pass through confined spaces, such as fine pores leading to internal organs or densely packed soil matric136. Under these physical constraints, many bacteria can leverage surface-dependent modes of motility including twitching, gliding and swarming, which do not necessarily require a flagellum. Although cells generally move slower via surface-dependent motility, they can still effectively follow chemical gradients by adjusting reversal or reorientation frequency137,138. Recently, another form of motility to navigate confined spaces was identified in the bacterial symbionts *Alivibrio fischeri* and *Burkholderia sp.* RPE64 (REF.139), whereby cells wrap their flagellum around their body and swim in a corkscrew motion to squeeze through narrow openings (Fig. 2). This unique swimming mode might have a key role in symbiosis by aiding in host colonization139.
The biophysics of symbiont chemotaxis

Gradients in the absence of flow. For chemotaxis to be an effective recruitment strategy during the establishment of a symbiotic partnership, there must be a clear and consistent chemical gradient for a symbiont to sense and respond to. Hosts ranging from unicellular algae to sequoia trees, spanning many orders of magnitude in body size, are known to exude chemical gradients that facilitate the recruitment and colonization by symbionts.

Table 1 | Presence of motility and chemotaxis genes in genomes of environmentally acquired symbionts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Common name</th>
<th>Host</th>
<th>Symbiont</th>
<th>Flagellar motility genes</th>
<th>Chemotaxis genes</th>
<th>Refs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cape gorse</td>
<td>Aspalathus carnosa</td>
<td>Paraburkholderia tuberum</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shameplant</td>
<td>Mimosa pudica</td>
<td>Paraburkholderia phymatum</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thale cress</td>
<td>Arabidopsis thaliana</td>
<td>Paraburkholderia phytofirmans</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kallar grass</td>
<td>Diplachne fusca</td>
<td>Azoarcus sp. BH72</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sugar cane</td>
<td>Saccharum spp.</td>
<td>Gluconacetobacter diazotrophicus</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rice</td>
<td>Oryza sativa</td>
<td>Azospirillum sp. B510</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wheat</td>
<td>Triticum aestivum</td>
<td>Klebsiella pneumoniae 342*</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poplar tree</td>
<td>Populus deltoides</td>
<td>Methylorubrum populi</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rapeseed</td>
<td>Brassica napus</td>
<td>Pseudomonas putida</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ginseng</td>
<td>Panax ginseng</td>
<td>Pseudomonas stutzeri</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poplar tree</td>
<td>Populus trichocarpa</td>
<td>Enterobacter sp. 638</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alfalfa</td>
<td>Medicago sativa</td>
<td>Sinorhizobium meliloti</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vetch</td>
<td>Vicia cracca</td>
<td>Rhizobium leguminosarum</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pea</td>
<td>Pisum sativum</td>
<td>Variorovax paradoxus S110</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diatom</td>
<td>Conticribra weissflogii</td>
<td>Marinobacter adhaerens</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dinoflagellates</td>
<td>Pfiesteria piscicida</td>
<td>Ruegeria sp. TM1040</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flashlight fish</td>
<td>Anomalops katoptron</td>
<td>‘Candidatus Photodesmus katoptron’</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flashlight fish</td>
<td>Anomalops katoptron</td>
<td>‘Candidatus Photodesmus blepharurus’</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bobtail squid</td>
<td>Euprymna scolopes</td>
<td>Aliivibrio fisheri</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zebrafish</td>
<td>Danio rerio</td>
<td>Aeromonas veronii</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medicinal leech</td>
<td>Hirudo medicinalis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northern hatchet shell</td>
<td>Thysira gouldii</td>
<td>Thysira gouldii symbiont phylotype B</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giant tube worms</td>
<td>Riftia pachyptila, Oasia alvinae, Trevnia jerrychonana and Ridgea piscesae</td>
<td>‘Candidatus Endoriftia persephone’</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boneworm</td>
<td>* Osedax rubiplumus</td>
<td>* Osedax symbiont RS1</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>* Osedax frankpressi</td>
<td>* Osedax symbiont RS2</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scaly foot snail</td>
<td>Chrysomallon squamiferum</td>
<td>Chrysomallon endosymbiont</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stony coral</td>
<td>Acropora spp., Pocillopora spp. and Stylophora pistillata</td>
<td>Endozoicomonas spp.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gutless oligochaete worm</td>
<td>Olatinus algarvensis</td>
<td>γ3 symbiont and δ1 symbiont</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydrothermal vent sea snail</td>
<td>Ifremeria nautili</td>
<td>Thiolapillus brandeum</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic awning clam</td>
<td>Solemya velum</td>
<td>Solemya endosymbiont</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bean bug</td>
<td>Riptortus pedestris</td>
<td>Burkholderia insecticola and Burkholderia sp. RPE67</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>133,134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firmicutes</td>
<td>Bacillus sp. strain S</td>
<td>Symbiobacterium thermophilum</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mosquito fern</td>
<td>Azolla spp.</td>
<td>Nostoc spp.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human</td>
<td>Homo sapiens</td>
<td>Roseburia hominis</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>137</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Klebsiella pneumoniae encodes type IV pili and other adhesion mechanisms.132.
Diffusion
The spread of dissolved compounds from an area of high concentration to an area of lower concentration, driven by random fluctuations. This rate is set by the diffusivity (D) of the compound, and the spread of a diffusing cloud progressively slows down as it grows in size.

Viscous boundary layer
The region of fluid in the immediate vicinity of a surface where the effects of viscosity are substantial. Fluid flow decreases with proximity to the surface.

Diffusion boundary layer
A region of fluid near a surface where transport of dissolved compounds is dominated by diffusion rather than advection by flow. The size of this region depends on the diffusivity of the compounds and the viscous boundary layer.

Turbulence
A common type of stochastic, chaotic flow composed of interacting vortices across a range of scales.

compartments into their immediate surroundings that can function as signalling molecules. Diffusion and the hydrodynamic regime of the environment then determine the fate of these signalling molecules and the shape and extent of the chemical field surrounding the host (FIG. 3).

When the local flow is negligible, the distance over which a chemical signal spreads depends on the geometry of the system and the strength of the source. If signalling molecules spread in three dimensions, for example, when the host is a small unicellular planktonic alga, then the concentration of the signal decreases in intensity proportionally to $1/r$ from its maximum value at the source surface, where $r$ is the distance from the centre of the source. This means that a signal will still be at 10% of its maximum at a distance that is 10 times the radius of the source (assuming zero background concentration). The signal concentration decreases more slowly (linearly) from its maximum if molecules spread in one dimension. This is the case along any internal channels of the host (for example, the excretory ducts of earthworms) or near the external surface of a host that is orders of magnitude larger than its symbionts (for example, the surface of a large plant root).

Influence of flow. Fluid flow relative to the host will transport signalling molecules away and alter the gradients that symbionts can use for chemotaxis. All organisms are surrounded by a region close to their surface where viscous forces quench flow, known as the viscous boundary layer, within which chemical transport is dominated by molecular diffusion. This establishes a diffusion boundary layer, which has a thickness that decreases with increasing ambient fluid velocity. Within this layer, stable chemical gradients form, enabling microorganisms to home in on host surfaces. Smooth (laminar) flows tend to stretch the chemical fields in preferential directions, resulting in their elongation (FIG. 3a,b); signals may be felt from further away in some directions and quenched in others, affecting but not nullifying their role in potentially guiding symbionts. It is commonly thought that when flow becomes turbulent, it completely disrupts chemical gradients. However, for turbulence intensities common in natural environments, at the scale of the motility of individual microbial symbionts, and more importantly the typical length scales of the chemical gradients, turbulence often stretches and distorts chemical fields rather than fully erasing chemical gradients (FIG. 3a). Near the surfaces of hosts larger than turbulent eddies, the viscous boundary layer will dampen flow from turbulence, allowing chemical gradients to develop (FIG. 3c). As a result, chemotaxis is possible even in many natural turbulent conditions.

Fluid flow can also affect the efficacy of chemotactic behaviour in symbionts. If the relative flow between the host and symbiont separates the organisms at a rate faster than the swimming speed of the symbiont, then the latter will be unable to reach the host regardless of the direction of swimming. Because purposeful migration through chemotaxis is slower than the swimming speed of the symbiont, it will be inhibited at correspondingly smaller relative flow rates. Interactions within natural environments are often more complex, as the direction of the relative flow near a host depends on the location of the symbiont, and a symbiont may have a short window of opportunity to reach the host as it is swept past. Nonetheless, regions in which the relative flow speed is smaller than the symbiont swimming speed or, more precisely, its chemotactic velocity can provide

Fig. 2 | Motility of symbionts. Chemotactic bacteria can use several different swimming modes during external migration towards a host (part a) and internal migration inside a host (part b), which typically occurs in mucus-rich, high-viscosity microenvironments.
The opportunity for chemotaxis depending on host size. In each representative case of host–symbiont interactions, the colour gradients depict the dispersing dissolved compounds released by the host. A contour (green) at 10% of the host surface concentration shows the deformation by flow and provides a rough approximation of the range of the signal for symbionts. Regions near the host with relative flow below symbiont swimming speed (100 µm per second) and chemotactic migration speed (10 µm per second; see Supplementary Box 1) are also shown. Both chemical signal and effective motility are required for chemotaxis. For small hosts (part a; for example, phytoplankton), chemical signals exuded from the host surface create a chemical field that is 3D from the perspective of the symbiont. These small hosts move with speed that is similar to or slower than the symbionts but may be subject to environmental shear flows (shown). These host are also too small to accommodate internal symbiont migrations. All these criteria also apply to intermediate hosts (part b; for example, motile protists), except that the host can move considerably faster than the symbiont and thus creates a flow field that limits any opportunity for chemotaxis. The example shows a protist of 100 µm diameter swimming at 1 mm per second. Internal migration of the symbionts is possible for large hosts (part c; for example, towards and through a pore at the surface of invertebrates), and chemicals are typically exuded from a specific region of the host surface. The viscous boundary layer near the host surface creates a region where symbiont chemotaxis is feasible.

Influence of host movement. For successful chemotactic interactions, symbionts must be able to move along the chemical gradient they have sensed (see below). The same flow that alters chemical fields can also inhibit the motility of symbionts by transporting them past the potential host. Some hosts, such as microscopic eukaryotes, live at a scale smaller than that of the smallest eddies generated by turbulence (the Kolmogorov scale, often 10–100 mm in the ocean). At these scales, both the host and its microbial symbionts are embedded in the local flow, and displacement between them occurs only as the result of motility and small-scale gradients in flow velocity (Fig. 3a). As a consequence, conditions are more favourable for chemotaxis if the host is not motile. For larger hosts, such as most animals, the same viscous boundary layer surrounding the host’s external surface that favours the formation of chemical gradients generates a region in which the relative movement between the symbiotic partners owing to flow is quenched such that symbionts have increased opportunities to swim and thus navigate the chemical gradient towards their host (Fig. 3c).

By altering the local flow field, a host can shape or overwhelm the motility and chemotaxis of its symbionts. Motile protists can generate ciliary flows on the order of 100 µm per second in their immediate vicinity, which is faster than the swimming speed of many marine bacteria, in principle preventing bacteria from chemotaxing to them. However, there is evidence that these flows may help bacteria track phytoplankton by exerting forces that continuously reorient them towards the phytoplankton (Fig. 3b). Larval hosts, such as the bobtail squid, actively rely on flows they generate through cilia motion to collect and concentrate their symbionts onto specific locations. Within benthic habitats, corals use cilia to generate flows as fast as 1.5 mm per second on their external surface, whereas marine sponges create feeding currents as fast as 220 mm per second. These flows speeds are substantially higher than swimming speeds of microbial symbionts and therefore likely shape host–symbiont recruitment. Strong fluid flows such as those produced by squid, corals or sponges also imply strong velocity gradients (shear) near the host surface, which can trap motile bacteria near the host surface by forcing them to align with the direction of flow and thereby increasing their probability of encountering the host’s surface.

Shear flows
A type of flow in which the fluid moves in parallel directions but with changing magnitude. Shear flow exists in regions with gradients in velocity, such as the region between a surface with no flow and a constant external flow parallel to the surface.

Feeding currents
Fluid motion generated by an organism to increase prey encounter. These currents can be generated through beating cilia (in protists), mouth appendages (in copepods) or specialized ciliated cells (in sponges).
effects of flow. This is often the case for small hosts, during the early life stages of large hosts or in quiescent environments, such as soil. These external migrations of microorganisms towards host surfaces are selective, despite the diverse pool of microorganisms present in the environment.

The role of chemotaxis in selectively increasing the encounter rates of similarly sized symbionts and hosts can be illustrated by the interactions between phytoplankton and bacteria, for which the small size and planktonic nature of both organisms make random encounters unreliable. For a phytoplankton cell with a radius of 20 μm in an environment with 1,000 potential symbionts per millilitre, 1 motile symbiont randomly (that is, in the absence of chemotaxis) encounters the host on average every 73 minutes (this time increases to 115 days if the symbiont is not motile; see Supplementary Box 1). If the host generates a chemical gradient, chemotactic symbionts will be attracted from a far larger distance. The actual distance in natural environments is not known and depends on the amount of chemoeffectant exuded52. If we consider a gradient that extends to 10 times the host radius (that is, 200 μm in this example), then one chemotactic symbiont would encounter the host every 7 minutes. This chemical gradient would substantially increase the concentration of chemotactic symbionts near the phytoplankton cell, as they would be attracted to the source of the gradient. By contrast, motile but non-chemotactic as well as non-motile bacteria would remain at background levels near the host. Many aquatic bacteria are highly chemotactic towards specific compounds exuded by eukaryotic and bacterial phytoplankton, such as DMSP, amino acids, acrylate, N-acetylglycine, glucose, galactose, citrate, fumarate and glycolate52, and the importance of chemotaxis in the onset of phytoplankton–bacteria symbioses has been confirmed using non-motile and non-chemotactic mutants53–57.

Beyond interactions between microorganisms, there is evidence for the potential role of chemotaxis in encounters between symbionts and the early life stages of larger hosts. For example, some macroalgae release DMSP to recruit specific bacteria through chemotaxis; in turn, the bacteria produce morphogenic substances that control the growth and cellular differentiation of the algae53. Coral endosymbiotic algae from the Symbiodiniaceae family colonize their hosts primarily during larval stages54 and are chemotactic towards coral extracts, more specifically towards N-acetylglycine-binding lectins55. Chemosynthetic bacterial symbionts of multiple species of tubeworms from hydrothermal vents, including the iconic Riftia pachyptila, colonize the skin of larvae after settlement, before proliferating internally within a dedicated organ54.

**External chemotaxis in soil.** The porous structure, variable water content and absence of fluid flow that characterize soil environments also present conditions under which hosts can recruit symbionts across large distances through chemotaxis. The rhizosphere, which is the region of soil immediately surrounding plant roots that is enriched in excreted molecules, harbours very active microbial communities56. One of the largest plant families on Earth, Fabaceae (legumes), is ubiquitously associated with nitrogen-fixing bacteria, referred to as rhizobia57. These host–symbiont systems have evolved complex chemical signalling that enables specific rhizobia to colonize the roots, ultimately resulting in the development of nodules populated by the symbionts58. Within this interaction, rhizobia exhibit strong chemotaxis to specific root exudates, including carbohydrates, phenolic compounds, sugar alcohols and organic acids59, which increases their cell density in the rhizosphere and facilitates subsequent nodule initiation60. Chemotaxis also seems to mediate many other plant root symbioses. For example, seedlings of Arabidopsis thaliana that are infected by the pathogen Pseudomonas syringae secrete malic acid, which attracts the beneficial bacteria B. subtilis in a dose-dependent manner61,62, ultimately leading to the exclusion of the pathogen and mitigation of infection63. Chemotaxis-driven recruitment also occurs in marine sediments surrounding seagrass roots64, where specific amino acids, such as serine, threonine and glycine, and other uncharacterized organic compounds promote root colonization65.

**Symbiont chemotaxis in microbial communities.** Although the vast majority of microbial symbionts identified to date associate with eukaryotes, there is growing evidence that symbiotic interactions between prokaryotes are also prevalent66. Microorganisms that form close aggregations can profit from tight metabolic coupling, and the use of motility and chemotaxis can help overcome encounter rate limitations and short chemical diffusion distances caused by the small size of both partners. Chemotaxis often mediates the establishment and maintenance of highly structured microbial consortia in many habitats. For example, filamentous nitrogen-fixing cyanobacteria Anabaena spp. excrete specific signaling molecules at the junction of its heterocysts — the thick-walled cells that fix nitrogen — selectively attracting Pseudomonas spp., which in turn increase nitrogen fixation rates67. Sulfate-reducing Desulfonema spp. use gliding motility to colonize the mucous sheaths covering Thioploca spp., another filamentous bacterial taxon living at the interface of sulfide-rich sediments, allowing complete sulfate reduction and reoxidation among these organisms68. Other examples of symbioses between microorganisms support the importance of chemotaxis and motility, specifically the complex spatial arrangement of dental plaque, which involves the specific positioning of nine microbial taxa in consortia measuring hundreds of micrometres in size69 or the candidate phyla CPR and DPANN, which represent a substantial fraction of the bacterial and archaeal diversity on Earth and are predicted to be motile (through flagella or type IV pilis) and to live as epibionts of other microorganisms66.

**Protist–bacteria symbiosis.** Movement of the host can substantially reduce the importance of chemotaxis by microbial symbionts in initiating interactions. This is the case when the host is small enough that its chemical signals spread in three dimensions at microbial scales but large enough that its motility considerably exceeds that of its symbionts. For example, high swimming...
Mucus
Viscous aqueous secretion typically produced by specialized cells that has a role in the protection against infectious agents. Mucus coats the gastrointestinal, respiratory and urogenital tracts of most animals, as well as the external surfaces of marine organisms.

speeds (~1 mm per second) will substantially distort the gradients of solutes released by small protists (~0.1 mm diameter) (FIG. 5c). Because of the small size of the host, these speeds also indicate that chemotactic symbionts would have only a very brief window of time to migrate to the host surface. By contrast, for similarly small hosts that move more slowly than their symbionts, chemotaxis can still mediate symbiont recruitment. For example, amoeba recruit two strains of Burkholderia spp. through chemotaxis, potentially using proline-rich peptides as signalling molecules, and subsequently, these bacteria help their host to forage on other microorganisms.

Despite the physics-based hurdles that can reduce the role of chemotaxis in establishing protist–bacteria symbioses, chemotaxis can still have a role for such symbionts, at times in unexpected ways. Protist–bacteria interactions occur in almost every ecosystem, but they have been best studied in the gut of wood-feeding termites. Some protists in this environment are entirely covered by thousands of bacterial ectosymbionts from the Spirochaetes and Synergistetes phyla, which propel the otherwise non-motile protists, enabling them to navigate the highly structured termite gut and encounter cellulose degradation products to sustain their growth.

Other ectosymbionts are not directly involved in protist movement but function instead as chemotactic sensors and enable their host to direct its swimming towards specific compounds, such as sodium acetate. In this case, the bacterial symbionts, which typically cover the entire surface of the protist, have no role in the host motility, but when they are removed through antibiotic treatment, the host loses its capacity to exploit chemical gradients.

Chemotaxis to colonize host organs
Finding larger hosts. When hosts are orders of magnitude larger than their symbionts, they can have more active roles in the initial encounter with symbionts through mechanisms such as active water pumping, feeding or swimming. These host-driven flows typically overwhelm the motility of the symbionts, apparently removing the utility of chemotaxis for recruitment of symbionts from the environment. However, even within these scenarios, chemotactic behaviour by the symbionts can be effective after the symbionts are brought close to the host (FIG. 5c). When within hundreds of micrometres from the host surface, symbiont motility becomes effective owing to reductions in the relative fluid motion (exceptions to this include some hosts, such as corals, that create strong flows directly adjacent to their surfaces through cilia). This provides an opportunity for symbionts to use chemotaxis to target specific regions or openings on the host surface (for example, squid pores).

Finding niches inside the host. After the initial encounter between large hosts and their symbionts, symbionts often migrate inside the host to reach specific housing organs. Internal migrations are characterized by their high selectivity, with host-mediated step-wise eliminations and checkpoints to exclude nonspecific microorganisms, as well as active behaviour of the symbionts. Long internal channels with gradients that guide chemotactic symbionts provide a barrier that selects for symbionts and directs them to the right location (for example, hornwort slime cavities or squid ducts). Chemotactic motile symbionts will pass through a channel of 1 mm in length at a rate that is 10 times higher than motile but non-chemotactic cells and 20,000 times higher than non-motile cells (see Supplementary Box 1). The selectivity increases with channel length (55 times the enrichment of chemotactic motile cells compared with motile non-chemotactic cells for a 10 mm channel). Coupled with additional elimination mechanisms by the host, this suggests that symbiont chemotaxis can contribute substantially to the selectivity that occurs within large hosts.

Sap-feeding insects harbour orally acquired Burkholderia spp. bacteria, which populate specialized sacs or crypts in the posterior region of the insects’ midgut. A constricted region lined with mucus and located in the middle of the gut functions as a symbiont-sorting organ, blocking food fluid and non-symbiotic microorganisms but enabling Burkholderia spp. to pass through. Experiments with bacterial mutants have demonstrated that symbiont motility is required to pass this organ and successfully colonize the crypts. Yet, the observation that other motile bacteria (Pseudomonas putida, E. coli and B. subtilis) are blocked at the sorting organ indicated that motility is necessary but not sufficient. The crossing mechanism possibly rests in an alternative, recently described swimming mode of Burkholderia sp. RPE64 (REF. 36); (and other bacteria), which in high-viscosity environments glides in a corkscrew-like motion with its flagella wrapped around its body, a mechanism that appears well-suited to cross the mucus-rich sorting organ. Similar internal migrations through narrow ducts have been reported in earthworms, leading to the colonization of the excretory organ during host embryogenesis by specific Verminephrobacter spp.33,37,38.

The symbiosis between A. fischeri and the Hawaiian bobtail squid (Euprymna scolopes) is a well-described model system of symbiosis in which the host animal uses the light produced by the bacteria on its ventral side as camouflage against predators during nocturnal foraging. In the few hours following hatchling of squid juveniles, A. fischeri is selectively taken up from the pelagic environment through a physical selection process. Cilia present on specialized appendages of the squid sweep bacteria into the vicinity of the squid’s light organ, where they accumulate in host-secreted mucus. A. fischeri cells embedded in this mucous matrix actively migrate towards the pores of the light organ, using chemotaxis to follow a chitin gradient through ducts and antechambers before finally reaching the crypts of the light organ. Similarly to Burkholderia spp., A. fischeri can swim in a corkscrew-like motion and might use this form of motility during the internal migration process. Following successful crypt colonization, A. fischeri cells lose motility, the specialized ciliated appendages of the squid undergo apoptosis, and bacterial recruitment ceases. Other squid and cuttlefish species are also colonized by bacterial symbionts, which populate specific glands of the reproductive organ of sexually
This is an important description of the journey undertaken by horizontally and vertically transmitted symbionts, from their initial contact with their host to their final residence. This is a classic overview of the establishment of the squid–Vibrio symbiosis.

Conclusions

Although several symbioses show that chemotaxis and motility are not the only mechanisms involved in the recruitment of symbionts from the environment — as illustrated, for example, by the use of adhesins by some non-motile symbionts and the lack of any apparent motility in methanotrophic consortia of sulfate-reducing bacteria and methane-producing archaea in marine sediments — the examples presented in this Review suggest that, similarly to pathogens, many environmentally acquired symbionts use motility and chemotaxis to colonize their hosts. We base this conclusion on several well-documented cases, as well as widespread evidence for the presence of motility and chemotaxis genes in the genomes of many horizontally transmitted symbionts (Table 1). In addition, biophysical conditions favourable for the use of chemotaxis and motility by symbionts to colonize their host are present in many systems. The prevalence of these conditions strongly suggests that the examples provided here represent only a small sample of those occurring in the environment, inviting one to consider these behaviours in future studies and to test their role in symbiont recruitment through the use of chemotaxis and motility-deficient mutants.

Our goal here was not only to provide a synthesis of current knowledge on the role of motility and chemotaxis across a broad range of symbiotic partnerships but also to identify general principles for when and where these behaviours are likely to be important. By considering the size and morphology of the hosts and symbionts and the biophysical nature of their habitat, in particular, the role of fluid flow and symbiont motility, we propose that many environmentally acquired symbionts can use chemotaxis for either recruitment from the external environment (often the case when hosts and symbionts are small and when external fluid flow relative to the host is weak) or internal migration towards specific host regions or organs (often the case when the host is large).

As the ubiquity and ecological importance of symbioses continue to emerge, understanding the establishment and acquisition of symbionts will provide a better appreciation of the factors governing the occurrence of important symbioses.
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This is an intuitive reference on the mathematics and biophysics of bacterial motility and chemotaxis.


This paper provides a description of the recently discovered corkscREW motility in insect and soil nematodes.


This is a modelling study that illustrates how turbulent fluid motion gives rise to small-scale heterogeneities in chemotactic cell populations.


This study highlights some of the unexpected dynamics that arise when bacteria are subjected to fluid flows near surfaces.
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